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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Invading genetic elements pose a constant threat to prokaryotic survival, requiring an effective defence.
Eleven years ago, the arsenal of known defence mechanisms was expanded by the discovery of the
CRISPR-Cas system. Although CRISPR-Cas is present in the majority of archaea, research often focuses on
bacterial models. Here, we provide a perspective based on insights gained studying CRISPR-Cas system I-B
of the archaeon Haloferax volcanii. The system relies on more than 50 different crRNAs, whose stability and
maintenance critically depend on the proteins Cas5 and Cas7, which bind the crRNA and form the
Cascade complex. The interference machinery requires a seed sequence and can interact with multiple
PAM sequences. H. volcanii stands out as the ﬁrst example of an organism that can tolerate autoimmunity
via the CRISPR-Cas system while maintaining a constitutively active system. In addition, the H. volcanii
system was successfully developed into a tool for gene regulation.
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Introducing the key players: Cas proteins and CRISPR
RNA
Repeat structures embedded in the genome of halophilic archaea
were described as early as the 1990s [1, 2]. Similar alternating repeat
sequences were also described in E. coli and were subsequently
identiﬁed in several prokaryotic species [3–6]. Their role as key
players in an adaptive and speciﬁc immune system remained elusive until the late 2000s when bioinformatics analyses conﬁrmed
that foreign genetic elements are the origin of CRISPR spacers
[7–9]. CRISPR-Cas systems have since been identiﬁed in almost
half of bacteria and most archaea [10]. CRISPR-Cas confers adaptive, speciﬁc and inheritable immunity through the elaborate interplay between RNA and protein components (for recent reviews
see: [11, 12, 13] (Figure 1). The CRISPR loci give rise to a small
RNA species, crRNA, which matches certain foreign sequences of
past invaders. Both crRNA maturation and crRNA activity during
the interference stage critically depend on the interaction with several Cas proteins. The latter ensure correct processing of the larger
precursors into crRNAs. Subsequently, they bind each crRNA,
incorporating them into a one- or multi-protein effector complex
allowing the detection of the invader. Hybridization of crRNA and
target triggers degradation of the targeted nucleic acid by a Cas protein. Additional Cas proteins enable the capture and integration of
sequences from foreign genetic elements to expand the spacer content, and thereby the immune memory, of CRISPR loci during the
adaptation process.
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With a few exceptions, archaeal CRISPR-Cas systems are
class 1 systems characterized by multi-protein effector complexes
[14, 15]. Class 1 comprises a plethora of types and subtypes
whose biochemical and mechanistic diversity can be substantial
even within species and subtypes, e.g., as seen for the halobacterial type I-B systems [13, 16, 17]. These individual peculiarities
make it difﬁcult to draw a general conclusion from studying subtypes in only one species and illustrate how important a broad
spectrum of studied organisms is for discerning common features. Although CRISPR-Cas systems are far more abundant in
archaea than in bacteria, only a few archaeal CRISPR-Cas systems have been studied in detail in vivo owing to the challenging
biology of most archaeal species and a general lack of genetically
tractable archaeal model organisms. Haloferax volcanii is a
prominent archaeal model organism, and its CRISPR-Cas system
has been studied in detail with regard to its proteins and RNA
components and their respective interplay [18–24]. This review
will summarize current knowledge and draw connections to
insights gained by studying other CRISPR-Cas systems.
The diversity of CRISPR-Cas systems within archaea is quite
high, and often more than one CRISPR-Cas system is present
in a genome [15]. H. volcanii is a euryarchaeon, and within this
clade, almost all varieties of the type I and type III subtypes can
be found [15, 16]. However, the halophilic archaea of the class
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Figure 1. The stages of CRISPR interference in type I systems. CRISPR-Cas immunity proceeds in three stages and relies on the information stored within the unique
spacers of the CRISPR loci and the Cas proteins encoded by the cas gene cassette. During the adaptation stage (1) an invading genetic element releases DNA into the cell
which is recognized as such and degraded. A piece of the nucleic acid, that is ﬂanked by a PAM sequence (yellow) is selected by the Cas1-Cas2 complex (Cas4 is also
involved but its exact role has not been deﬁned yet) and integrated as new spacer (blue-green) into the CRISPR locus (the repeat sequence is duplicated). Initiated by the
promoter element within the leader sequence, the CRISPR locus is transcribed into a long precursor, the pre-crRNA, during the expression stage (2). The endonuclease
Cas6 cleaves the pre-crRNA within the repeats generating a pool of crRNAs each carrying an individual spacer that are bound by Cas proteins forming the Cascade complex. Cascade complexes patrol the cell and interrogate incoming foreign DNA during the interference stage (3). If a PAM sequence is detected by Cascade the neighbouring protospacer sequence of the target is investigated by the crRNA. And if base pairing of crRNA and target ensues along the seed sequence Cascade is locked onto the
targeted nucleic acid, Cas3 is recruited and activated to degrade the foreign element.

Halobacteriales are quite homogenous in their CRISPR content
since they contain only type I-B and I-D systems [16].
The H. volcanii CRISPR-Cas system comprises three CRISPR
loci and one set of Cas proteins (Figure 2). With the exception of
one CRISPR locus, all of the systems components are encoded in
a single locus on the large plasmid pHV4. The cas gene cassette
encodes the genes for Cas 1–8b. The presence of a cas3 gene is
indicative of a type I system and the characteristic gene synteny
together with the presence of the cas8b gene marks it as a subtype
I-B system [14, 25]. The cas gene complement can be subdivided
into the genes of the interference module (cas6b, 8b, 7 and 5),
which is separated by 190 base pairs from the genes of the adaptation module comprising cas4, cas1 and cas2. Basal transcription of
the cas gene cassette in H. volcanii is rather low [18], but proteome
analysis revealed constitutive production of the Cas proteins Cas58b in both the exponential and stationary phases, whereas adaptation proteins were not detected (Jevtic, Pfeiffer, Stoll, Harma,
Urlaub, Lenz and Marchfelder, in preparation).
Transcription of all three CRISPR loci is constitutive [19].
Each possesses a leader sequence that provides the necessary

promoter elements and gives rise to a crRNA precursor comprising an individual number of spacers separated by identical
repeat sequences (Figure 2). The 30 nucleotide repeat sequences
of the various loci only differ in one nucleotide (Figure 2B, 3A)
and they all belong to the superclass A family of repeats according to the classiﬁcation of repeat families by CRISPRmap [26].
Superclass A mainly comprises unstructured repeat sequences
from Archaea (Euryarchaeota) and Bacteria (Firmicutes, Thermotogae and Aquiﬁcae). The amount of mature crRNA seems
to be independent of stress conditions since several conditions
tested, including temperature, salt or the overall growth phase,
did not alter the amount of crRNAs [19].

The spacer complement of H. volcanii
The spacer content of the H. volcanii CRISPR-Cas system has
interestingly changed since the publication of the genome
sequence of the type strain DS2. The H. volcanii strains now used
in laboratories, such as H119 and H26, are missing 23 spacers in
locus P1, and currently encode a set of 51 spacers (Locus P1: 16,

Figure 2. The H. volcanii CRISPR-Cas I-B system. (a) The composition and conﬁguration of its cas gene cassette (purple) characterizes the H. volcanii CRISPR-Cas system as
subtype I-B. The cas gene cassette on the chromosomal plasmid pHV4 is ﬂanked by two of the three H. volcanii CRISPR loci (P1 and P2). The third locus (C) is encoded on
the main chromosome. Each CRISPR locus encompasses unique spacer sequences (boxes) interspersed by repeat elements (diamonds). Transcription of the CRISPR loci is
governed by their individual leader sequence containing the promoter elements and gives rise to the crRNAs needed for the speciﬁcity of CRISPR Cas immunity. (b) The
sequence of all three H. volcanii repeat elements is identical in all but one nucleotide (red).
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Figure 3. Natural and artiﬁcial crRNAs. (a) Apart from the unique spacer sequence,
each crRNA present in vivo comprises an eight nucleotide long 5 0 handle. In addition, the major crRNA population found in vivo contains a twenty-two-nucleotide
long 3 0 handle, whereas a minor crRNA population contains a ﬁve-nucleotide long
3 0 handle. A systematic analysis with independently generated articiﬁcial crRNAs
(icrRNAs) showed that an icrRNA with a seven nucleotide 5 0 handle, the spacer
sequence and without the 3 0 handle is still active. (b) Cas6 independent crRNA
maturation: the crRNA sequence is ﬂanked by tRNA-like structures, so called t-elements. These are recognized by the tRNA processing enzymes RNase Z and RNase
P which release the mature icrRNA.

P2: 11 and C: 24) (Figure 2) [19]. Bioinformatics analysis of their
potential targets via comparison to publicly available genome and
metagenome data was performed and revealed only two matches
[19]. This analysis has since been repeated with a slightly increased
dataset and matches for nine spacers from all three CRISPR loci
have been identiﬁed [27]. The spacer sequences matched the
genomes of other haloarchaea, such as Halorubrum lacusprofundi,
Haloferax elegans, Haloferax lucentense, Haloferax alexandrines,
Haloterrigema jeotgali and Haloferax sp. Other sequences could
be assigned to metagenomic contigs from Lake Tyrell or the Great
Salt Lake, as well as their corresponding metaviriomes. The targeted regions could mainly be assigned to regions of putative or
proven viral origin, either integrated proviruses or target genes
that might be implicated in plasmid partitioning or the replication
of foreign DNA. For one spacer a full match could be found in
two other Haloferax species, all other spacer matches contained
three to nine mismatches distributed over the pairing region. This
rather unusual spacer origin might hint at interspecies targeting
amongst Haloferax sp. (Turgeman-Grott et al., under revision) or
may be reminiscent of a regulatory function towards surface proteins as seen in Francisella novicida [28]. However, the origin of
the vast majority of spacers has still not been elucidated. Owing to
the fast pace of viral evolution, viruses and plasmids that were captured by Haloferax CRISPR loci at the time of isolation (approximately 40 years ago) will have considerably changed or may no
longer be present. In fact, the Dead Sea, the original isolation site
for H. volcanii, has changed dramatically owing to evaporation
since the 1970s in terms of both abiotic factors and the microbial
community present, and thus H. volcanii is unlikely to have survived there. The virosphere, in general, is still under-sampled and
therefore ill-represented in current publicly available databases,
further hampering spacer assignment.
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To gain a comprehensive view of the immunogenic potential of the CRISPR-Cas system, the cellular crRNA content
was investigated with RNASeq, revealing an unequally distributed concentration of the individual crRNAs [21]. Such an
uneven representation of individual spacers was also observed
for other subtypes and species [29–34]. The crRNA amount in
H. volcanii is not linked to its position within the array [21].
The variable presence of crRNAs in the sequencing reads
might result from technical biases in RNASeq protocols or
may have biological reasons, such as the differential stability
of RNAs with different sequences [21]. The only variant element of the different crRNAs is the spacer sequence. The
resulting differences in the ensuing steric and electrostatic
interactions with associated proteins might alter Cascade
loading or afﬁnity, thus differentially exposing crRNAs to
RNA degrading activities. Those ribonucleases might also be
more or less active towards certain sequences within the
spacers. As observed for the I-D system [35] local interactions
between the different spacer sequences and the neighbouring
repeat sequences could mask or facilitate access for processing
or degrading enzymes. Furthermore, when tested for interference, not all spacers in H. volcanii are able to evoke interference against a matching foreign genetic element [21]. Neither
abundance, spacer length, G/C content or other characteristics
can account for the different efﬁcacies. However, to date, each
spacer was tested with only a single PAM, and thus, a speciﬁc
activity with only one of the PAM sequences might also be
possible [21]. These differences in the interference response
might also reﬂect subtle variations in the interactions within
the effector complex, hampering the target interaction or Cascade function, and have since been described in an E. coli
high-through-put screen [36].

crRNA biogenesis and maintenance
The endonucleolytic activity of the Cas6 protein is responsible
for processing the crRNA precursor in all type I and type III
systems. Accordingly, a certain degree of coevolution between
the Cas6 protein and respective repeat sequence to be processed
must exist [26, 37, 38].
The entirety of known Cas6 proteins shows only limited
sequence conservation, but a growing body of Cas6 structures
demonstrates that they all share common structural features
required for structure- and sequence-speciﬁc pre-crRNA binding
and processing [39, 40]. For the Haloferax type I-B system, it has
been demonstrated that Cas6 is indeed responsible for crRNA
production [18]. Deletion of its coding sequence results in complete loss of crRNA maturation. In addition, Cas5 and Cas7 are
required to ensure a stable steady-state level of crRNAs [18].
Individual deletions of cas5 or cas7 are detrimental to the crRNA
levels in the cell. Here, the protective effect of Cas5 is more pronounced than that of Cas7 [18]. The inﬂuence of individual cas
genes on the crRNA production is not strictly conserved within
a given CRISPR-Cas subtype. For example, H. volcanii and H.
mediterranei both possess type I-B CRISPR systems, but in contrast to H. mediterranei, the crRNA levels of H. volcanii are not
inﬂuenced by deletion of cas1, cas3 or cas4 [18, 41].
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The RNASeq analysis used to determine the overall crRNA
complement of the H. volcanii I-B system was also used to
resolve the characteristics of the mature crRNA [21]. Each Haloferax crRNA comprises a spacer sequence and an eight nucleotide 5 0 -handle as commonly observed in all type I systems. The
5 0 -handle is identical in all H. volcanii crRNAs, except for the
ﬁrst nucleotide, which differs between the otherwise identical
repeat sequences of the three loci. However, the crRNA 3 0 length
is present in two different forms (Figure 3A) [21]. One fraction
of the crRNAs still possesses the 22 nucleotide 3 0 -handle, resulting from the release of the eight-nucleotide 5 0 -handle of the
neighbouring crRNA. Yet a second population of crRNAs possesses a 3 0 -handle that is reduced to only ﬁve nucleotides. The
shortened crRNA form is also stably maintained within the cell
as northern blot analysis shows [21]. This type of trimming
appears to be characteristic of type I-B systems as it was also
reported for Methanococcus maripaludis and Clostridium thermocellum [32]. Shortened crRNAs are also reported for type I-A
and I-D systems, as well as type III systems [33, 34, 42–44]. In
all cases the speciﬁc RNase activity responsible for crRNA 3 0 handle trimming has not yet been identiﬁed. However, this additional 3 processing may be an unspeciﬁc degradation event
owing to exposure of the 3 0 end protruding from Cascade rendering it accessible to non-speciﬁc RNases (see below “Composition of the H. volcanii interference complex”).
A short palindrome is present at the 3 0 end of the repeat
sequence, which might result in a minimal stem-loop structure
with a four-nucleotide loop and a three C:G pair stem directly
upstream of the endonuclease cleavage site (Figure 3). However, in vitro RNA structure analyses with RNases and 1D
NMR could not conﬁrm stable base-pairing interactions [21].
In vivo this stem-loop might be stabilized either by the high
intracellular salt concentration (a characteristic feature of halophilic archaea) or protein-RNA interactions. Stabilization of
the structure in the context of Cas6-mediated pre-crRNA processing is illustrated, e.g., by Cas6 of Thermus thermophilus and
Sulfolobus solfataricus [45, 46]. In the I-B system of M. maripaludis, the interaction with Cas6b leads to the formation of an
otherwise unfavoured alternative stem-loop for which the protein supplies a necessary base mimic [47].

of the active site [18, 48–50] (Figure 4). Histidine residue
homologous to HvoCas6b His41 are crucial for Cas6 activity in P. furiosus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa Cas6f, Thermus
thermophilus Cas6a and T. thermophilus Cas6e and generally a histidine of the ﬁrst a-helix is often conserved within
Cas6 proteins [32, 39, 49, 51–54]. As crRNA production is
not completely abolished upon mutation of HvoCas6b
His41 cleavage seems not to depend on this single histidine
residue in H. volcanii [18]. Similar observations have been
made for the Cas6b proteins from M. maripaludis and T.
thermophilus, thus this might be characteristic of type I-B
Cas6b proteins [32, 51]. It seems that catalysis can be
exerted by a wide variety of catalytical settings including
histidine, arginine, lysine and tyrosine residues in variable
combinations [39, 45].
The two glycines (HvoCas6b G256 and G258) that also
affected crRNA level are part of the H. volcanii glycine-rich
loop (Figure 4) [18]. The glycine-rich loop is the only feature of
Cas6 proteins conserved down to the sequence level [45]. It is
part of the C-terminal ferredoxin-like fold and protrudes into
the protein center at the interface of both subdomains [46, 55,
56]. The G-rich loop has been found to be essential to both
Cas6 folding and RNA binding [57, 58].
Interestingly two mutants (HvoCas6b S115A and S224A) have
shown elevated amounts of crRNA [18]. According to the structure
prediction HvoCas6b Serine115 and 224 are located on the protein
surface (Figure 4) where in the analogous P. furiosus Cas6 structure
the pre-crRNA is contacted [18, 48, 52]. Mutation might abrogate
or weaken this interaction lowering the HvoCas6b binding afﬁnity
and increasing turnover of the crRNA substrate [18]. This has also
been reported for T. thermophilus Cas6e [52]. Taken together it
seems that the speciﬁc interaction of crRNA and the Cas6 protein
is speciﬁc for individual protein orthologs.

The tale of Haloferax Cas6b
Owing to the rudimentary conservation of Cas6 at the
sequence level and limited number of Cas6 structures, a systematic mutational approach for Haloferax Cas6b (HvoCas6b) was performed in vivo to identify the essential
residues [18]. Twenty-one single-amino-acid mutants of
Cas6b were investigated for crRNA production and interference. Only three mutations were shown to severely affect
the crRNA level: H41A, G256A and G258A [18]. The Cas6
family of proteins typically contain two ferredoxin-like folds
and Histidine 41 is located in the N-terminal ferredoxinlike fold. The tandem ferredoxin-like subdomains are angled
towards each other and enclose the active center, engaging
the residues of both domains [39, 40]. The Cas6 protein of
Pyrococcus furiosus (PfuCas6) is the closest structural match
for HvoCas6b and structural modeling of Cas6b structure
according to PfuCas6 shows the HvoCas6b His41 to be part

Figure 4. The H. volcanii Cas6b protein. The structure of the H. volcanii Cas6b protein has not been solved experimentally, yet. Depicted is a structural model created by the Phyre 2 server [50], the suspected active site is highlighted in yellow.
The amino acid residues coloured in red resulted in reduced crRNA levels when
mutated to alanine. Position of His41 corresponds to the conserved active site histidine residues found across Cas6 species, whereas Gly256 and Gly258 are part of
the glycine-rich loop implicated in crRNA positioning. The amino acid residues coloured in lilac correspond to those resulting in elevated crRNA amounts upon mutation to alanine (S115 and S224). They are located on the averted face of the protein
in the analogous Cas6 of P. furiosus responsible for substrate binding. The N-terminus is coloured in blue and colour fades to orange reaching the C-terminus.
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The PAM sequence
In type I, II and V systems, an effective interference reaction
depends on the identiﬁcation of a short sequence motif located
next to the protospacer called PAM (protospacer adjacent
motif) [59]. PAM authentication avoids targeting the CRISPR
loci themselves, protecting the cell from genomic damage.
PAM sequences can be identiﬁed using bioinformatics analyses
if enough spacer matches can be identiﬁed in the databases. As
described earlier, this was not possible for H. volcanii since
only a few matches were found. Thus, an experimental
approach was used, that employed a plasmid-invader assay to
identify PAM sequences for the type I-B system of H. volcanii
[19]. Seven three-nucleotide long PAM sequences -TAA, TAG,
TAT, TAC, TTC, ACT and CAC- that are located upstream of
the protospacer were identiﬁed as determinants for proliﬁc
interference (Figure 5) [19] (Turgeman-Grott et al., under revision). The presence of multiple active PAM sequences is now a
common theme and has since been described in various other
species [59]. It might be a strategy to meet the fast pace of viral
sequence variation and the resulting divergence of invader populations. Moreover, it renders detection of a closely related
mobile genetic element more likely and decreases the likelihood
of evasion through single mutations. Furthermore, the capability to recognize multiple PAMs for interference allows the successful utilization of horizontally acquired CRISPR arrays,
which is advantageous for haloarchaea.
The PAM identity is read by the Cas8 subunit of Cascade
[57]. Upon deletion of cas8b in H. volcanii interference is lost.
Compellingly, Cas8b variants with mutations of conserved residues respond differently when presented with different PAM
sequences in an invader assay. Recent structural analysis of
Cas8e (E. coli) has revealed the read-out of the PAM sequence
through an intricate interplay of the minor groove of the double-stranded DNA target and residues within the Cas8e N-terminal domain [60]. A multitude of direct base contacts, basestacking and steric ﬁtting govern a presumably overall common
mechanism for sequence- and shape-dependent PAM sensing.
Comparison to the structural details of another Cas8e from
Thermobiﬁda fusca reveals species-speciﬁc differences that
might very well account for the intra-subtype variability of
PAM sequences, as did a biochemical analysis of the I-F system
of P. aeruginosa, in which PAM identity is read via minor and
major groove-interactions [60, 61, 62]. The PAM requirements

Figure 5. Prerequisites for a successful interference – PAM and seed sequences. If
a PAM sequence (yellow) located 5 0 to the protospacer is detected in the target
DNA by Cascade the crRNA binds to the target DNA inducing an R-loop. crRNA
binding is initiated at the crRNA 5 0 end and must proceed through the seed
sequence (shown in red) to lock Cascade binding. The H. volcanii seed sequence is
ten nucleotides long and possesses a gap at position 6. After a second gap at position 11, nucleotide 12 must be paired again. Positions 13–18 were also tested but
at these positions pairing is not essential for interference.
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during interference and adaptation often overlap, but are not
identical [36, 63, 64, 65, 66]. Accordingly, PAMs have been
subdivided into motifs that are essential for interference (target
interference motif: TIM) and motifs that are used during adaptation (spacer acquisition motif: SAM) [64]. Since different
proteins are responsible for PAM authentication during adaptation (Cas1 [67, 68]) and interference (Cas8b [57]) such a subdivision of motifs is sensible.

Determinants for crRNA-guided target recognition
The speciﬁcity of CRISPR immunity is obtained through the
sequence-speciﬁc interaction of the spacer portion of crRNA
and complementary site within the targeted foreign invader.
Targets that are memorized in the spacer content of CRISPR
loci are recognized by base-pairing to the spacer portion of
crRNA. This process is governed by a seed sequence [69]. Systematic mutagenesis of the protospacer sequence in a plasmid
clearance assay has been used to determine the seed sequence
of the H. volcanii type I-B system (Figure 5) [21]. The 10 ﬁrst
nucleotides of the protospacer must perfectly match the spacer
sequence except for position 6. This is in line with the seed
sequences comprising the ﬁrst eight nucleotides interrupted
at position six, as determined for E. coli and P. aeruginosa
[69–71]. Structural analysis of the E. coli type I-E complex
revealed why the sixth nucleotide of the protospacer was not
engaged in base pairing: the spacer runs along the backbone of
Cascade, which is built by hand-shaped Cas7 subunits
that have their thumb-domain ﬂipped out each sixth base
[72, 73, 74]. A recent structural analysis of the T. fusca type I-E
Cascade revealed further details on the initiation of heteroduplex formation in the seed region [62]. Upon PAM identiﬁcation by the Cas8e subunit the target DNA is bent and spontaneously unwound allowing for strand-invasion by the crRNA
component of Cascade. Then, a “seed-bubble” forms, engaging
only the ﬁrst 11 nucleotides of the target DNA. As this corresponds to the seed region, stable formation of this interaction
most likely triggers full R-loop formation, engaging the target
DNA in increments of six base pairs, as dictated by the “nudging” Cas7 subunits [62]. Interestingly, after the ﬁrst gap at position six, mutational analysis of the Haloferax seed sequence
revealed a second gap in the crRNA-target hetero-duplex at
position 13 [21]. However, as detailed in the following section,
the type I-B Cascade has been shown to possess more Cas7 subunits than the type I-E complex, which might account for the
differences in the back-bone crRNA contact points (see below
“Composition of the H. volcanii interference complex”).
Interestingly, the ability of H. volcanii to eliminate plasmid
invaders is strongly dependent on the type of plasmid presented, a phenomenon that is not yet fully understood [21].
Plasmids with an origin of replication that utilize a Rep-protein
dependent mechanism for replication could not be eliminated,
whereas plasmids relying on an origin recognition complex for
propagation were readily degraded. This appears to work
against the interest of the organism since the former is more
typical of smaller plasmids -which are less likely to be beneﬁcial
to their hosts- and the latter is similar to the replication of the
chromosome. Further experiments are needed to show whether
steric constraints owing to the placement of the protospacer in
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proximity to the origin of replication or functional entanglements are the cause. It is also peculiar that in the aforementioned observation certain spacers did not result in plasmid
clearance when used in a plasmid-based invader assay [21].
Interestingly, only two of the seven TIMs identiﬁed for Haloferax were used in these experiments and some spacers only
triggered interference when paired with one of them. An interplay of PAM and the protospacer sequence was also observed
for E. coli, where sensitivity to mismatches in PAM and the
seed region was differentially affected during interference [36].
As demonstrated for Streptococcus thermophilus, the Cascade
spacer target interaction is “read” kinetically and not at the single-base-pair level [75]. Crosstalk for thermodynamic interactions within PAM, the spacer and the protospacer region and
amongst each other and in conjunction with the contacted protein residues might differentially affect the overall stability of
the Cascade R-loop conformation and its dynamic properties,
resulting in an as yet unexplored interdependency of the
sequences for PAM, seed and spacer.

CRISPR RNA – an in-depth analysis
The crRNA is the central player in CRISPR interference,
interconnecting the interference machinery and immunological record stored within the CRISPR loci. To determine the
Haloferax crRNA characteristics in vivo, a genetic system
for the Cas6-independent maturation of crRNAs has been
established in Haloferax to uncouple crRNA maturation
and crRNA function at the interference step (Figure 3B)
[22]. In this system, the sequence of mature crRNA is
ﬂanked by so called t-elements, which fold into tRNA like
structures that are recognized by the tRNA processing
enzymes RNase P and RNase Z. Precise cleavage of RNase
Z and RNase P releases a precisely matured crRNA, (termed
icrRNA for “independently generated”), which is stably
maintained within the cell [22]. The only differences from
the native crRNA processed by Cas6 (that generates a
5-hydroxyl group and a 3 or 2-3- phosphate group), are the
presence of a 5 0 - phosphate group and 3 0 -hydoxyl group.
Regardless of these differences, icrRNAs elicit robust interference reactions, and thus, the divergent end groups of the
icrRNA hamper neither Cascade integration nor targeting
or the interference reaction in the Type I-B system [22].
This is in contrast to P. furiosus, where in the Type III system the nature of the end group determines Cmr-complex
incorporation [76].
Efﬁcient interference using an icrRNA in a Δcas6 strain
also revealed that Cas6 is not essential for the interference
reaction [22]. Although Cas6 has been co-puriﬁed with
other components of the Haloferax Cascade, it is not an
essential part of the complex [18, 22]. Both the integration
of the icrRNA into Cascade and interference reaction are
possible without Cas6 [22].
The icrRNA system has also been used to analyse the importance of the 5and 3repeat-derived handles for crRNA function
[22]. The 3 0 -handle of icrRNA has been systematically shortened and the resulting icrRNA variants were assayed for interference. Defence against a foreign genetic element by the type
I-B Cascade of H. volcanii is still possible if the 3 0 -handle is

completely absent. This is consistent with the hypothesis that
Cas6 is not a crucial part of Cascade as the crRNA 3 0 -handle is
known to mediate Cas6 binding in other systems [72–74, 77,
78]. Thus, the role of Cas6 appears to be limited to its processing activity during crRNA generation, a ﬁnding that was later
also conﬁrmed for the type I-E system of E. coli [79].
An analogous mutational analysis of the crRNA 5 0 -handle
using the icrRNA system has included deletions and point
mutations of the ﬁrst and last nucleotide of the handle [22].
While the crRNA 3 0 -handle is very ﬂexible in length, the
crRNA 5 0 end can only be shortened by one nucleotide if full
activity is to be maintained (Figure 3A). The crRNA appears to
be anchored in the type I-B Cascade complex by the 5 0 -handle
binding partners.
Structural analysis of the E. coli Cascade shows that the 5 0
end makes contact with a network of polar and charged residues of the Cas5 and Cas7 subunits [72, 73, 74]. However, in
contrast to H. volcanii, all eight nucleotides of the crRNA
5 0 -handle are essential for crRNA loading into Cascade [80].
Therefore, either the crRNA binding conﬁguration within the
Cas5 binding pocket varies in the two subtypes or Cas5b can
compensate for the loss of the ﬁrst nucleotide explaining its
minor importance.

Composition of the H. volcanii interference complex
The vital element for the interference reaction is the effector
complex, termed Cascade, which is assembled by a single
crRNA molecule in conjunction with a multitude of Cas proteins (Figure 6). The Cascade composition and structure have
been studied for a variety of type I subtypes, and the Cascade
organization and overall structure are highly similar even
though the Cas building blocks share only limited sequence
conservation [72, 73, 74, 77, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84]. Structural data
are available for the effector complexes of subtype I-C, I-F and
I-Fv, and several extensive structural analyses feature the I-E
Cascade [60, 72, 73, 74, 77, 78, 81, 85, 86, 87]. The seahorselike shape is characteristic, with the crRNA embedded in the
helical backbone, comprising multiple copies of the Cas7 protein [88]. The “hand-like” shaped Cas7 subunits are interconnected via thumb-palm interactions around the crRNA. The
head and tail subunits cap the crRNA at either end [88]. In the
E. coli-type I-E, I-F and I-Fv systems, the head is formed by
Cas6 binding to the crRNA 3 0 end [72, 73, 74, 77, 78]. By contrast, no Cas6 protein is present in the I-C system of Desulfovibrio vulgaris, where the crRNA 3 0 stem-loop structure halts
oligomerization of Cas7 [81]. The crRNA 5 0 end in both of
these types is bound by the Cas5 subunit, which accommodates
the 5 0 end of the crRNA, forming the tail of the complex [72,
73, 74, 77, 78, 81]. The tail domain also includes the so-called
large subunit Cas8, which contacts Cas5 via a short loop [77,
81, 87]. The exception is the variant I-Fv system, in which no
Cas8 protein is encoded and the Cas5fv subunit accounts for
the functionality of the Cas8 [78].
The H. volcanii Cascade structure has not been solved, but
the composition of the core complex has been determined
using a co-puriﬁcation assay [18]. Mass-spectrometry and
intensity-based absolute quantiﬁcation (iBAQ) identiﬁed Cas5,
Cas6b and Cas7 as complex subunits in a stoichiometry of
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Figure 6. Cascade composition. Composition of the Cascade complex was experimentally determined by a co-puriﬁcation/mass-spectrometry-iBAQ-quantiﬁcation
approach. (a) The native complex comprises an eight subunit Cas7 backbone
alongside two copies of Cas5 and one copy of the Cas6b protein enclosing the
crRNA. Although essential for interference, the Cas8b subunit was only weakly
associated with the co-puriﬁed complex. (b) A Cas6b independent crRNA maturation approach shows that interference is still possible in the absence of Cas6b and
with a crRNA missing the 3 0 handle.

1.7:1:8.5 [18]. This is in agreement with the composition of the
type I-E Cascade of E. coli, which was shown to comprise Cas5,
Cas6, Cas7, Cas8 and Cse2 at a 1:1:6:1:2 ratio, whereas the I-C
Cascade of D. vulgaris was characterized as Cas5:Cas8:Cas7 at a
ratio of 1:1:7 [81, 89, 90]. Cas6 is missing in the I-C Cascade as
this subtype does not encode a cas6 gene and the Cas6 function
during crRNA maturation is performed by Cas5d [83].
Although Cas6 is present in Cascade complexes of subtype I-E and I-B, in vivo experiments using Cas6-independently generated crRNAs demonstrated that Cas6 is not
essential for the assembly and function of the effector complexes, as interference was still elicited in a deletion strain
[22, 79]. In subtype I-A of Thermoproteus tenax, Cas6 was
not identiﬁed as part of the reconstituted Cascade and the
ortholog of S. solfataricus only weakly associated with the
aCascade [44, 82]. Association of Cas6 with the Cascade
complex might depend on its afﬁnity towards the crRNA 3 0
end, as E. coli Cas6e was shown to be a single-turnover
enzyme, whereas S. solfataricus Cas6 only showed a weak
binding afﬁnity towards its cleavage product, implying multiple turnovers [40].
The Haloferax type I-B Cascade accommodates two more
copies of the Cas7 backbone subunits compared to the I-E Cascade of E. coli and one more compared to the I-C Cascade [18,
81, 89, 90]. The number of additional Cas7 subunits appears to
be correlated with the increase in spacer length compared to E.
coli (H. volcanii spacer are 2–7 nucleotides longer). The correlation of the increase or reduction of Cas7 subunits in response to
varying crRNA length was demonstrated for type I-F of Shewanella putrefaciens and type I-E of E. coli [91, 92, 93]. Those
interspecies differences in spacer length and therefore Cascade
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composition, together with variations in the Cas7 structure,
may also result in differences in the microarchitecture, especially the curvature, of the Cascade backbone. For example the
I-F Cascade of P. aeruginosa with six Cas7 subunits exhibits an
almost circular shape [77].
In contrast to its role in E. coli and D. vulgaris Cas8 is not an
integral part of the core Haloferax Cascade [18], and only a weak
association of Cas8b with the Haloferax Cascade has been demonstrated [20]. A similarly weak interaction of Cas8 with the Cascade
components was also demonstrated for Cas8a2 of S. solfataricus
[94], and although they stably co-purify, Cas8c and Cas8e also
appear to be attached to Cascade rather weakly, too [57, 81].
Although the interaction of Cas8b and Cascade is not highly stable, the presence of Cas8b is essential for the interference reaction
in subtype I-B. Deletion of cas8b abolishes interference in a plasmid-based invader assay in H. volcanii, as did certain mutations
of cas8b [20]. Interestingly, two variants of Cas8b react differently
to different PAM sequences presented in a plasmid-based invader
assay, hinting at a role for the N-terminal part of this protein in
PAM sensing. This is in agreement with structural information
available for the Cas8e of E. coli and T. fusca, which revealed
details for the PAM-sensing protein-DNA network of the N-terminal domain [60, 62]. However, the very low sequence conservation and extraordinary divergence of the Cas8 protein family does
not allow direct extrapolation of those results to Cas8b. Even
between the two Cas8e orthologs (TfusCas8e, EcoCas8e), the protein-PAM contacts are rather divergent, and a biochemical study
hinted at even more profound within-subtype differences with
respect to Cas8f of P. aeruginosa [60, 61, 62].

Self-targeting is tolerated in H. volcanii
The evolutionary advantages of an adaptable, heritable and speciﬁc immune system are undisputed, but CRISPR-Cas immunity
might also come at a price. DNA targeting harbours the risk of
self-targeting if a spacer that matches the genome is present.
This turns the DNA degrading activity of the CRISPR-effector
against the host genome and widely results in severe cytotoxicity
[95, 96]. Acquisition of spacers that, by chance, match the host
genome is a common phenomenon and often coincides with the
loss of function of the corresponding CRISPR-Cas system or
elimination of the targeted region, often resulting in rather large
genomic deletions [95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. This downside of
CRISPR interference is a likely cause of the variation in the overall presence and prevalence of CRISPR-Cas systems and their
patchy distribution across the phylogenetic tree [99, 101]. It
could also contribute to the abundance of degenerate CRISPRCas systems and orphan cas genes or CRISPR loci [101].
Erroneous acquisition of genomic fragments is not the only
conceivable source of self-targeting spacers. Genomic fragments may also be recruited by the continuous ﬂux of genetic
material via horizontal gene transfer [102, 103]. CRISPR-Cas
systems are often encoded on mobile genetic elements; within
the haloarchaea approximately 50% of the CRISPR-related
DNA, either CRISPR loci, cas gene cassettes or both are
encoded on mega-plasmids or mini-chromosomes [10, 24,
104]. A comprehensive bioinformatics analysis of archaeal
CRISPR loci identiﬁed numerous spacers matching the
genomes of other species, often from the same genus or family
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or integrated proviruses or plasmids [103,105]. Haloferax species are prone to the exchange of genetic material with closely
related species, as mating occurs with a relatively high efﬁciency
[102]. Via between-species mating experiments, it was also
demonstrated that the exchanged genomic loci may be rather
large, and explicit exchange of the CRISPR-Cas containing
pHV4 was also observed [102]. Owing to strong conservation
of haloarchaeal CRISPR repeat sequences, it is highly likely that
a CRISPR locus acquired via horizontal gene transfer can be
utilized by the host CRISPR-Cas system. Despite the danger of
acquiring suicidal spacers, the overwhelming majority of haloarchaeal genomes retain a functional CRISPR-Cas system
[16]. The implications of targeting an actively transcribed, yet
non-essential, chromosomal gene on cellular ﬁtness have
recently been studied in H. volcanii [24]. Wild-type cells were
transformed with a plasmid encoding a crRNA targeting
the crtI gene responsible for carotenoid biosynthesis. Neither
the transformation rate nor subsequent growth of transformants was impaired. Moreover, no mutations in the targeted
region, which would lead to a loss of colony pigmentation,
were observed. Under native conditions, self-targeting crRNA
competes with a multitude of endogenous crRNAs. Therefore,
only a small number of Cascade complexes targets the genome
and the genomic damage caused can be easily repaired. This
repair is relatively easy for the organism as H. volcanii, like
most haloarchaeal organisms, is polyploid [106]. Intact copies
of the genome that may serve as repair templates are also seen
to some degree in E. coli, which has many fewer copies of its
chromosome per cell [107]. Thus, naturally occurring polyploidy along with the propensity of H. volcanii to undergo
homologous recombination buffer the otherwise deleterious
effect of self-targeting [24]. In fact, upon growth in phosphatelimited media, resulting in a reduction of ploidy, cell-ﬁtness
and the integrity of the targeted locus was compromised [24].
To induce a higher prevalence of targeting of the competent
effector complexes a strain devoid of endogenous crRNA maturation was used in follow-up experiments [24]. Even under elevated targeting-stress, only moderate toxicity occured; large
deletions of up to 1.5 kilobases were observed within the targeted region. The presence of short homologous sequences
ﬂanking the deletion borders suggests that micro homologymediated end-joining is the most likely repair pathway in this
case [24].
H. volcanii can easily avoid self-targeting by recombination
between the two CRISPR loci ﬂanking the cas gene cassette,
thereby eliminating the CRISPR-Cas system function (Figure 2)
[19]. This genomic organization is a common theme within
haloarchaea and other archaea such as P. furiosus or Sulfolobus
islandicus, but still these species retained their cas operons
[108, 109]. This implies that either such recombination events
are extremely rare, which is unlikely, or that cas genes have an
additional functions that exert a selective pressure for their
retention, even in the absence of viral assaults.

CRISPR-Cas systems are a growing source of applications, one
of which is CRISPR interference (CRISPRi); in this system, the
speciﬁcity of CRISPR targeting is exploited in a non-interference permissive background [110]. It has been developed using
the type II CRISPR-Cas system of Streptococcus pyogenes, using
a variant of the effector protein Cas9 that can bind but not process target DNA and can be used for gene silencing [111]. Provided with a sgRNA that is complementary to a gene of choice,
effective down-regulation of gene expression could be achieved
in eukaryotes and bacteria [111, 112]. The endogenous type I-E
interference complex was harnessed for CRISPRi in E. coli
[113, 114]. Along these lines, a CRISPR-Cas system of type IIIB has also been repurposed for targeted mRNA degradation
[115, 116, 117]. Mutation of the type I complexes from interference competence to action merely as binders is relatively
straightforward. DNA binding depends on a functional Cascade complex comprising a crRNA that induces DNA degradation by recruiting Cas3, and thus, cas3 deletion or inactivation
strains are a good basis for CRISPRi in type I systems. Repurposing of an endogenous CRISPR-Cas system for gene regulation has become a method of choice for archaeal systems [110].
Most archaeal organisms thrive in rather harsh environments
and thermophily, psychrophily, acidophily or halophily make
the heterologous expression of mesophilic Cas9 proteins challenging, if not altogether impossible.
The major CRISPR-Cas type found in archaea is of type I;
subtypes I-A, -B and -D are most prevalent [15]. The ﬁrst
archaeal type I system repurposed as a molecular biological
tool was subtype I-B of H. volcanii (Figure 7) [23]. To eliminate
the DNA degradation activity, cas3 was deleted and the crRNA
containing Cascade complex was reprogrammed to target a
sequence of interest (Figure 7). Substantial repression of a
reporter gene was achieved only in the absence of endogenous
crRNAs [23]. Therefore, deletion of cas6 or the genomic
CRISPR loci was used to reduce competition by endogenous
crRNAs. In the ﬁrst approach with a cas6 deletion strain,
endogenous crRNAs were not generated, while the targeting
crRNA was supplied by the aforementioned icrRNA system
(see above). In the other approach with a CRISPR loci deletion
strain, the targeting crRNA is expressed from a synthetic targeting CRISPR locus. The versatility of the system was demonstrated by successful targeting of a plasmid-born gene, a

CRISPRi in H. volcanii expands the archaeal tool-box

Figure 7. CRISPRi represses transcription initiation. The crRNA containing Cascade
complex is programmed by the icrRNA to target the promoter (TATA indicated in
red) of a gene of interest. Cascade binds to the promoter region blocking access of
the RNA polymerase (orange) and thereby transcription initiation. The strain used
for CRISPRi has both the cas3 gene and the cas6 gene deleted to avoid target DNA
degradation and to optimise the repression effect.

The tools for genetic manipulation of archaea are rather limited. Therefore, expansion of the archaeal toolbox is necessary
for further advances in studying archaeal model organisms.
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chromosomal gene, and a gene cluster as well as an essential
gene. Genes were repressed to 8% of the wild-type transcript
level [23]. The targeting spacer sequence was shown to be most
effective when directed against the template strand of the promoter region [23]. The high number of interference-competent
PAM sequences identiﬁed for H. volcanii facilitates easy targetselection. Altogether, CRISPRi in Haloferax has been established as an efﬁcient tool for controlled gene-regulation.

Cascade
icrRNA
iBAQ
PAM
SAM
TIM
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Concluding remarks
Although their major role as defence weaponry in prokaryotes
has been known for more than a decade, there is still much that
is unknown regarding CRISPR-Cas systems. The details of both
the interference and adaptation reactions are still not fully
understood. It is becoming clearer that although different versions of the system perform the same function, they can do so
using highly variable components, with crRNA perhaps being
the most constant component. The diversity of versions is
reﬂected by the more than 33 subtypes that are currently known
or proposed [13], yet even within the subtypes there is great variation from organism to organism, possibly reﬂecting the constant evolution of this system. Therefore, studies of CRISPR-Cas
systems should not focus on a few model organisms but rather
expand to as many organisms as possible, including more
archaeal systems that have not been explored. Indeed such explorations have resulted in several exciting discoveries such as new
families of anti-CRISPR proteins that disable type I-D CRISPRCas immunity in crenarchaeotes [118]. Although the haloarchaea in which CRISPR-Cas systems have been studied thus far
have very active systems, and probably do not encode antiCRISPR proteins, a vast collection of related strains with
sequenced genomes that encode CRISPR-Cas systems has
recently become available ([119]; Turgeman-Grott et al., under
revision). These strains have the potential to provide us with the
ﬁrst examples of euryarchaeal anti-CRISPR proteins.
A deep and thorough understanding of a variety of CRISPRCas types and subtypes opens the possibility of their exploitation as molecular biology tools. This is of special importance in
the case of species dwelling in extreme ecological niches, where
CRISPR-Cas tools used in mesophilic model organisms, such
as S. pyogenes Cas9, are non-functional. Using endogenous
CRISPR-Cas systems as a tool will open new possibilities, especially in studying biological processes in the archaeal domain.
An intriguing question for the H. volcanii CRISPR-Cas system is why it remains intact and constitutively active even
when the strain is not exposed to invaders during laboratory
cultivation for three decades, despite the fact that cas gene elimination by recombination is frequently observed under appropriate selection. This already hints at further perspectives that
will focus on CRISPR-Cas functions beyond defence, which
may link the CRISPR-Cas system, as a whole or individual
components, to additional physiological pathways.
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Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic
Repeats
CRISPR associated
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